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Ready…Set…Refresh with D.C. designer
and Ruby Lane shop owner Paul Corrie
“April is the cruelest month,” T.S. Eliot
famously brooded in “The Waste Land,”
one of the most important poems of the
20th Century - and we have to agree, though
on a lighter, brighter, decorate-your-home
note that would undoubtedly leave the late
great poet recoiling at such impudence.
But our breezy misappropriation of Eliot’s
intended meaning is simply this: April is
the time of year to focus on the home, and
doing so can be brutal. Winter has passed,
the snow is melted, and for most of us,
it’s time to wash away the muddy remains,
then move indoors for a thorough spring
cleaning. That includes re-examining our
rooms—winnowing the cluttery chaff
from the keepers, then refreshing spaces to
reflect the blossoming change of season.
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“Every year at this time my husband and I
go through our home and reorganize, and
that includes hitting both the attic and the
basement,” says Washington D.C. interior
designer and Ruby Lane shop owner Paul
Corrie. “It’s almost like a detoxification or
cleanse for the home, and it’s important
for starting the new season.” That makes
especially good sense for the designer who
sums up his wide-ranging work in a single
word: clean.
Once the detox is done, Corrie recommends
a wedding-like recipe of “something old,
something new” to revitalize rooms with a
taste of spring. And because nothing captures
the spirit of the season better than
freshly budding flowers, they are
“all my
his jump-off point.

find most appealing.
Old candy or cookie tins, enamel ashtrays,
and collectible stoneware or porcelain bowls
or cups are other good options. Add a splashy
floral vintage tablecloth to underscore the
plant’s vibrancy and energy.
Vintage pieces “honor the past, and the
patina, texture, and wear of old pieces add
warmth and richness to a space,” he insists,
adding that “all my designs reflect some
element of vintage.”

It was his quest for appealing, old oddities
that resulted in him setting up shop on
Ruby Lane. “I’m always searching
the perfect pieces for certain
designs for
projects. Because you can’t always
reflect some immediately find exactly what you
“I like to plant bulbs in containers
want, I finally decided to establish
element of my studio/shop as I found things
indoors as a reminder of the
new life that’s growing outside,”
vintage.” I liked. It allows me to pull from
he explains. For his choice of
these for my own design projects,
receptacles, however, he advises the older the
but also allows anyone to purchase, knowing
better. “For example, I like to take a great
that each item is a reflection of my brand and
vintage box or a drawer from a vintage sewing
has my stamp of approval.”
table and plant bulbs in it.”
His two best tips for decorating: “Invest in
Juxtaposing fragile new life and a hardy
one important piece at a time,” and “create
vintage accessory creates a tensile effect
an environment surrounded by the things
that increases the visual interest of both the
you love.” As a former lawyer, Corrie also
emerging plant and its container. “It just takes
values order in the home. “Your home’s
a small touch to introduce spring,” Corrie
appearance has a significant impact on
says.
your mood, productivity, success, and
overall happiness. Having an environment
Instead of restricting your choices of
with a completed sense of order can only
planters to his two examples, he recommends
have a positive influence.” That order is
scrolling through the vintage offerings
particularly important in the spring, when
on Ruby Lane with an open mind, then
it transforms the ravages of winter into
repurposing whatever useable pieces you
hospitable warmth.
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FINDS FROM

PAUL
CORRIE
INTERIORS
HOME
Vintage Pedestal Side Table
Set of 4 French Walnut & Leather Dining Chairs

Bronzed Brass Rooster

Vintage Wooden File Box with Brass Numbered Plaque

Set of 6 Primitive Carved
Wooden Candlesticks
Folding Top Secretary Desk
with Folding Top
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